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How to Develop Effective Habits for
Managers
Habits dictate anywhere from 40-80% of our daily actions, according to the top habit
researchers. These behaviors occur with minimal conscious thought, enabling us to focus
precious brain power elsewhere. The challenge is that most of our habits have developed
organically limiting us from reaching our full potential.

The full guide includes an overview of habit formation, 5 ‘habit hacks’ to make new habits
stick, along with reflection questions and examples to help you design effective habits and
craft your habit statements.

HOW HABITS WORK

Emotions and feelings e.g. frustrated, hungry
Time e.g. 11am, bedtime 
Place e.g. my desk, the coffee shop
Visual e.g. a poster, an object, a person

The Cue: The signal to your brain to perform the habit. Cues can be internal or external such as:

When your brain notices the cue, the habit loop begins.

The Habit Loop

Actions e.g. checking your email, planning a meeting agenda
Emotions e.g. getting defensive when receiving feedback 
Thought patterns e.g. your inner critic piping up, judging a colleague

The Behavior: The automatic behavior that happens without conscious thought such as:

The Reward: The benefit experienced (typically immediately) that reinforces the connection
that this behavior is desired.
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#1 Start super small. Pick a behavior that is so tiny it becomes a ‘no-brainer.’ The smaller the
habit, the more likely you’ll follow-through on it during the transitional phase, when the new
habit is still being embedded.

6 HABIT HACKS

#2 Set up the default to be in your favor. Sometimes we can make one change which
automatically makes the habit easier going forward. By establishing the right defaults, you
reduce your reliance on good habits or motivation.

#3 Create the ideal environment. Like defaults, the digital and physical environment we are
in has an extraordinary impact on how we behave. When you intentionally create an
environment that facilitates desired behaviors and inhibits unwanted behaviors, you give
your desired habits a powerful boost.

#4 Find the first domino in a habit routine. A habit routine consists of multiple steps that link
to one another. The power of habit routines is that you only need to focus on the first step
because once that behavior is triggered, the rest will naturally follow.

#5 Incorporate a habit goal or reward. A habit reward serves two key functions. First, the
immediate reward or positive feeling reinforces the habit in our brain. Second, the desire for
the reward, either immediate or long term, provides added motivation during the transitional
phase, before the habit has been fully embedded.

#6 Write a habit statement. A habit statement helps you clarify the most critical
components of the habit loop, making it more likely the habit will stick. Draft a habit
statement that articulates exactly what you’ll do (behavior), when you’ll do it (cue), and why
(reward).


